
Good afternoon, 
 
I just wanted to share the results of our small environmental study involving Christiansburg 
Rescue Squad's hydroxyl generator or "death ray" for short.  This technology was showcased in 
a March 2011 article in the Journal of EMS. Basically, how it works is air is passed through a 
chamber and exposed to ultraviolet light (UV-C); this kills any microbes that may be present in 
the air, but it also ionizes the air by generating hydroxyl ions (OH-).  These ions then float 
through the ambulance, killing everything.  The advantages of this technology should be 
obvious.  Since the ionized air is doing the cleaning, and not an alcohol wipe, or a person, it 
means that everywhere will be cleaned, all the small cracks, between seats, inside the cabinets, 
everywhere. 
 
In our experiment, we swabbed and cultured three different areas of one of our ambulances:  
the steering wheel, the overhead railings in the rear of the ambulance, and the trash can/sharps 
box access lid.  After the initial swab, we placed the death ray in the ambulance, closed the 
doors and windows, and let it do its thing.  48 hours later, we came back and did it again.  
Unfortunately, or maybe fortunately, the ambulance had to be used in this 48 hour period, and 
there was a possibility of re-contamination.  The results can be seen fairly easily in these photos 
of the before and after cultures. 
 
From top to bottom: 

1.)  Overhead rail initial - overhead rail final 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.jems.com/article/tricks-trade/tool-keep-you-healthy


2.)  Trash can initial - trash can final 

 

3.)  Steering wheel initial - steering wheel final 

 

At the less than 48 hours mark (probably closer to 42), both cultures taken from the back of the 
ambulance were nada, nothing alive.  The steering wheel had no bacterial growth, but did have 
some mold.  This is consistent with lab reports put out by the manufacturer that showed the kill 
time for bacteria and virus at >~24 hours; mold at 48. 

 

--  
Dan 
 


